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1. INTRODUCTION
Let  denote the natural numbers. We say that a permutation g
Ž .Sym  is cofinitary iff g has only finitely many fixed points. A group
Ž .G Sym  is cofinitary iff every non-identity element is cofinitary. Two
Ž . Ž .  permutations f , g Sym  are almost disjoint a.d. iff f g  . It is
Ž .easily seen that G Sym  is cofinitary iff G is both an almost disjoint
set of permutations and a group. For a discussion of different aspects of
cofinitary groups, the reader can consult the well-written survey paper by
 Cameron C . Since the union of a chain of cofinitary permutation groups
is cofinitary, Zorn’s lemma implies that maximal cofinitary groups exist,
and indeed any cofinitary group is in a maximal one. The following
Ž   .  theorem was proved by Truss see T, T1 for details and Adeleke A .
Ž .THEOREM 1.1. If G Sym  is a maximal cofinitary group, then G is
not countable.
Ž  .Also, P. Neumann showed see, e.g., C, Proposition 10.4
THEOREM 1.2. There exists a maximal cofinitary group of cardinality  , the
size of the continuum.
 This motivated Cameron C to ask
Ž .Question 1.3. If the continuum hypothesis CH fails, is it possible that
 there exists a maximal cofinitary group G such that G  ?
 In Z, Theorem 1.5 , this problem was solved by:
Ž .THEOREM 1.4. Assume that   are uncountable cardinals with cf 
 . Then it is consistent with ZFC that there exists a maximal cofinitary
Ž .  group G Sym  such that G   and  .
Here, ZFC denotes ZermeloFraenkel set theory with the axiom of
Ž .choice the standard axiom system for set theory , and by consistency we
mean relatie consistency; e.g., in the case of the above theorem, if ZFC is
consistent, then so is ZFC	 ‘‘there is a maximal cofinitary group of size
.’’ Such consistency results are always obtained by the method of
Ž .forcing: starting with a ground model V which satisfies ZFC and possibly
some other statements needed for the construction, one builds a larger
 model V F , called a generic extension, which satisfies ZFC as well as the
statement one wants to show is consistent.
We shall considerably generalize this result in Section 3 of the present
work by showing that the spectrum of possible cardinalities of maximal
cofinitary groups may be quite arbitrary. The argument, however, is
different: we use a product instead of an iteration.
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During the past decades, a plethora of so-called cardinal inariants of the
Žcontinuum cardinals which are defined as the smallest size of a set of reals
with certain combinatorial properties and which assume values between 1
.and  have been investigated, and it is natural to introduce one for the
combinatorial phenomenon at hand as well.
DEFINITION 1.5. Let  be the least such that there exists a maximal
Ž .  cofinitary group G Sym  with G  .
Recently, quite a number of consistency results have been proved about
  . For example, Zhang Z1, Corollary 1.7 showed that    in the  1
ŽCohen real model the model obtained by adjoining at least  Cohen2
. Ž .reals to a model of ZFC	 CH so that    cov M is consistent.
Here, as is usual, we let  denote the set of functions from  to ,
and define the dominating number  to be the size of the least dominating
Ž . ²  :cofinal family in  ,* where * denotes as usual the eentual
 Ž . Ž .dominance order on  given by f*g iff f n  g n for all but finitely
many n. Similarly, the unbounding number  is the minimal size of an
²  : Ž . Ž Ž . .unbounded subset of  ,* . Also cov M cov N , respectively is the
Ž .least  such that there exists a family F of meager null, resp. sets such
  Žthat F is the set of real numbers and F  . More on these and
.  other cardinal invariants of the continuum can be found in BJ, B, vD .
Further consistency results which have been obtained in the past will be
mentioned in Section 2 of the present work for they also follow from the
ZFC results presented there.
One can easily prove the result corresponding to Theorem 1.4 for
Ž .maximal almost disjoint families in Sym  . The related cardinal number
was suggested by S. Thomas.
DEFINITION 1.6. Let  be the least  such that there exists a maximal
Ž .  almost disjoint family A in Sym  with A  .
 Again one has    in the Cohen real model Z1, Corollary 1.7 . 1
Motivated by the mentioned consistency results concerning  and  , 
Ž  .S. Todorcevic suggested the following question see Z, Z2, Question 4.6 .ˇ ´
Ž .Question 1.7. Can we find a lower bound for   , respectively 
which is also a cardinal invariant of the continuum? For example, can we
Ž .prove that     , resp. ? 
 Goldstern G subsequently observed
THEOREM 1.8.   .
By a much more complicated argument, O. Spinas and Y. Zhang
obtained
THEOREM 1.9.   .
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The proof of Theorem 1.9 uses a rather strong combinatorial lemma
Ž .Main Lemma 4.1 which might be useful for other purposes. Therefore,
we give a brief sketch of the argument in Section 4 of our work.
After Y. Zhang announced Theorem 1.9 at the Logic Colloquim 1998 in
ŽPrague, Czech Republic, J. Brendle proved stronger results Theorems 2.2
.and 2.4 which subsume Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 and which are presented in
detail in the next section.
Ž .2. non M IS A LOWER BOUND FOR  AND  
    Let  denote the set of finite sequences of natural numbers. 
stands for the set of finite subsets of . For h , a function  : 
    Ž .  Ž . with  n  h n for all n is called an h-slalom. A function
 :    is said to be a predictor. If h:   , a function  :  
    Ž .  Ž .  with  s  h s for all s is called an h-slalom predictor. The
Ž .uniformity of the meager ideal non M is the size of the least non-meager
Ž . Ž . Žset of reals. It is well known and easy to see that  non M see, e.g.,
 .BJ .
THEOREM 2.1. The following are equialent for any cardinal  .
Ž . Ž .i non M  
Ž .  ii for all F
  of size   there is g  such that for all
Ž . Ž .f F, f n  g n holds for almost all n
Ž . iii for all h  and all families  of h-slaloms of size   there is
 Ž . Ž .g  such that for all , g n   n for almost all n
Ž . iv for all families  of predictors of size   there is g  such
Ž . Ž .that for all , g n   g  n holds for almost all n
Ž .  v for all h:    and all families  of h-slalom predictors of
 Ž . Ž .size   there is g  such that for all , g n   g  n holds for
almost all n
Ž . Ž . Ž .vi any of ii through v with the additional stipulation that g be
injectie.
Ž . Ž .Note. i to iii is the well-known BartoszynskiMiller characterization´
Ž . Ž  . Ž .of non M see BJ, 2.4.8 . That iv is equivalent to any of the preceding
    statements has been observed by Kada K and Scheepers S . See also B,
Sect. 10 for closely related results.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Partial proof. Since clearly v  iv  ii and since vi is a strength-
Ž . Ž .ening of the preceding ones, it suffices to prove iii  v with the
additional stipulation that g be injective.
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  Ž .  Ž .  4Let h and  be given. Define h	:    by h	 s max h s , s
  Ž .where s denotes the length i.e., the domain of the finite sequence s.
Ž . Ž .  4Define an h	-slalom predictor 
 by 
 s  ran s . Let 	 
 .
  Ž .  Identify  and . By iii there is a predictor  :    such that
Ž . Ž .for all 	,  s   s holds for almost all s. Since this is true for
Ž . Ž . 
 , choosing g 0 large enough and then defining recursively g n 
Ž . g  n for n 0 will give us an injective g. It is clear that for all ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .g n   g  n   g  n for almost all n, as required.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2.   non M . In fact there are functions F : Sym   0
  Ž . Ž .  , F :   Sym  such that wheneer A
 Sym  , f  is injectie1
Ž . Ž .with f 2n  n and f 2n	 1  n	 1 for all n and eentually different from
Ž . Ž .all members of F A , then F f is eentually different from all members0 1
of A.
Proof. We first argue that the second statement implies the first. Let
Ž .   Ž .A
 Sym  be almost disjoint with A  non M . Using the ‘‘injective
Ž . version’’ of iii in Theorem 2.1, find an injective f  which is eventu-
Ž . Ž .ally different from all members of F A and satisfies f n  n for almost0
Ž .all n. By changing f on finitely many values we may assume f n  n for
Ž .all n. Then F f witnesses A is not maximal.1
Ž .Ž . Ž .To prove the second statement, define F by F x 2n  x n and0 0
Ž .Ž . 1Ž . Ž Ž .. F x 2n	 1  x n for all n where x Sym  . For injective f 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .with f 2n  n and f 2n	 1  n	 1 for all n define F f recursively1
Ž .Ž . Ž .1Ž .as follows: let n  and assume F f k and F f k have been1 1
Ž .1Ž .defined for k n. If F f k  n for some k n, then clearly1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F f n  k. If not, then let F f n  f 2n . If F f k  n for some1 1 1
Ž .1Ž . Ž .1Ž . Žk n, then clearly F f n  k. If not, then let F f n  f 2n	1 1
. Ž . Ž .  Ž .1 . It is easy to see that F f  Sym  . For other f  , let F f  id.1 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Now let x A. Find n such that F x n  f n for all n 2n . Then0 0 0
Ž .Ž .for all n with n, F f n  n , either1 0
 Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F f n  f 2n  F x 2n  x n , or1 0

1Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .F f n  k for some k n with F f k  n. But since k n1 1 0
Ž .1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1Ž .we must have n F f k  f 2k	 1  F x 2k	 1  x k ; that1 0
Ž . Ž .Ž .is, x n  k F f n .1
We are done in both cases.
 4COROLLARY 2.3. It is consistent that  max  ,  , where  is, as
Ž .usual, the minimal size of an infinite maximal almost disjoint mad family in
Ž . Ž  .  see, e. g., vD .
Proof. Add  random reals to a model of CH where   . It is well2
Ž .known that non M   , and therefore    by the previous theorem,
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Ž  that   , and that   in the resulting model. See, e.g., BJ, 7.6.81 1
Ž .for non M and . A proof of   , an adaption of Kunen’s proof for1
  .the Cohen real model, can be found in B, Sect. 11.4 .
Note. The consistency of    is already known. It was proved by
 Zhang Z2, Theorem 3.6 by a finite support iteration of ccc p.o.’s. In his
Ž .  model one also has cov N   Z1, Theorem 3.12 . Also note that we
 Ž .4get, e.g., the consistency of  max  , cov N as a consequence of the
Ž Ž .  Ž .4. Ž  .well-known CON non M max  , cov N see BJ, 7.6.6 .
Ž .THEOREM 2.4.   non M .
Proof. We shall again use the function F defined in the previous1
proofhowever, we will need it also for injective partial functions s  
Ž .   Ž .  with s 2n  n for 2n s and s 2n	 1  n	 1 for 2n	 1 s . De-
Ž .note the set of such functions by S. F s is defined by recursion as before.1
Ž . ŽClearly F s is an injective finite partial function not necessarily in1
  . Ž . . If H is any cofinitary group, a word w x in variable x from H is an
expression of the form
g  x m0  g    g  x m l1  g0 1 l1 l
 4such that g H, g  id for 1 i l 1, and m    0 for all i. Thei i i
Ž . Ž Ž ..  4   length of such a w x is lg w x  i l; g  id 	Ý m . For a wordi i l i
Ž . Ž   .w x , an injective finite partial function t not necessarily in  , we
Ž . Ž .form the possibly empty injective finite partial function w t in the usual
Ž . Ž . Ž .manner. Also, if g Sym  , we define w g  Sym  as usual. Given a
Ž .  word w x , define a predictor  as follows. Assume s S with s wŽ x .
 4 Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž Ž ...2n	 e where e 0, 1 . Put  s  w F s n if n dom w F s .wŽ x . 1 1
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .If n dom w F s , the value of  s is irrelevant.1 wŽ x .
Ž .Now let H be a cofinitary group of size non M . We have to show
Ž .that H is not maximal. By the ‘‘injective version’’ of v in Theorem 2.1,
 Ž . Ž .there is f  injective with f 2n  n, f 2n	 1  n	 1 for all n and
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that for all  with w x being a word from H,  f  n  f nwŽ x . wŽ x .
Ž .holds for almost all n. Let F f be as before. We claim that G1
² Ž .: ² Ž .:H, F f H F f is a cofinitary group. Since all elements of G1 1
Ž Ž .. Ž .are of the form w F f where w x is a word from H, it suffices to show1
Ž . Žthat for all such words w x  id that is, for all words of length at least
. Ž Ž ..Ž .one , w F f n  n holds for almost all n. This is done by induction on1
Ž Ž ..lg w x .
Ž Ž .. Ž .  4Basic step. lg w x  1. Then either w x  g for g H  id in0 0
Ž . Ž . 1which case there is nothing to prove, or w x  x or w x  x . Since
Ž . Ž . Ž f  n  f n for almost all n where  is the predictor associated1 1
. Ž .Ž .with the word representing the identity , F f n  n for almost all n as1
well.
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Ž . m0 m l1Induction step. Assume w x  g  x  g    g  x  g is a0 1 l1 l
word of length at least two and the claim has been proved for all shorter
  Ž .words. For kÝ m we define the chopped word w x and the inersei l i k
1Ž .chopped word w x basically by removing the k th occurrence of x, ask
   follows. First let j l be such that Ý m  kÝ m and as-i j i i j	1 i
    Ž .sume kÝ m 	 k	 with 0 k	 m . Then w x is the reducedi j i j k
word obtained from the word
x sgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	1.  g  x m j	1    x m l1  g  g  x m0    g  x sgnŽm j.k 	 ,j	1 l 0 j
1Ž .and w x is simply its inverse, i.e., the reduced word associated withk
xsgnŽm j.k 	  g1    xm 0  g1  g1  xm l1    xm j	1  g1j 0 l j	1
 xsgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	1. .
Now let n* be so large that for all n n* the following hold:
Ž .i the values
Ž .sgn m l1n , F f  g n ,Ž . Ž .ž /1 l
mŽ .sgn m 2 l1l1F f  g n , . . . , F f  g n , . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /1 l 1 l
mŽ .m sgn m l10 0F f  g    g  F f  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 1 l1 1 l
Ž .andin case g  idalso g n , andin case g  idalsol l 0
m m0 l1F f  g    g  F f  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 l1 1 l
are all distinct, as well as
Ž .    ii for each kÝ m with kÝ m 	 k	, ifi l i i j i
mŽ .sgn m k 	 01 1jn	 F f  g    F f  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 j 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..then f 2n	   f  2n	 and f 2n		 1   f  2n		 1 , andw Ž x . w Ž x .k k
also if
mŽ .Ž   .sgn m m k 	1 l1j jn	 F f  g    F f  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /1 j	1 1 l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..1 1then f 2n	   f  2n	 and f 2n		 1   f  2n		 1 .w Ž x . w Ž x .k k
By induction hypothesis, and since there are only finitely many k and for
Ž .each k only finitely many n	 for which ii can fail, it is clear that there is
Ž Ž ..Ž .such an n*. We claim that w F f n  n for each n n*.1
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Ž Ž ..Ž .Assume this were not the case and fix n n* with w F f n  n. For1
   each kÝ m with kÝ m 	 k	, leti l i i j i
mŽ .Ž   .sgn m m k 	1 l1j jn min F f    F f  g n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .½ ž /k 1 1 l
mŽ .Ž   .sgn m m k 	 l1j jF f    F f  g n .Ž . Ž . Ž . 5ž /1 1 l
Ž .Now note that by i , there can be at most two values k and k for k such0 1
that n is maximal; and if there are two they must be adjacent; i.e.,k
Ž .k  k 	 1 without loss. Let j l be such that this these maximal1 0
Ž . Ž .  value s n occurs s at kÝ m 	 k	 for some k	. We need tok i j i
consider four cases.
Case 1. m  0, and either there are k  k 	 1 such that n  nj 1 0 k k0 1
is maximal in which case we let k k , or there is a unique k such that n1 k
Ž Ž .sgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	. Ž .m l1 .Ž .is maximal and one has n  F f    F f  g n .k 1 1 l
Note that in the former case n must necessarily have the valuek
Ž Ž .sgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	. Ž .m l1 .Ž .F f    F f  g n . Also note that since we assume1 1 l
Ž Ž ..Ž . Ž Ž .sgnŽm j.k 	 Ž .m 0w F f n  n we additionally have n  F f    F f1 k 1 1
1 .Ž . g n . Now,0
 f  2n 	 1  w F f  2n 	 1 nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .w Ž x . k k 1 k kk
because the right-hand side is indeed defined by maximality of n . Byk
definition of n as a minimum, we must also havek
1f 2n 	 1  F f n .Ž . Ž . Ž .k 1 k
Ž Ž ..Ž .And w F f n  n clearly entails1
1w F f  2n 	 1 n  F f n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k 1 k k 1 k
Ž .However, by ii , we get
 f  2n 	 1  f 2n 	 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .w Ž x . k kk
a contradiction.
Case 2. m  0, and either there are k  k 	 1 such that n  nj 1 0 k k0 1
is maximal in which case we let k k , or there is a unique k such that n0 k
Ž Ž .sgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	1. Ž .m l1 .Ž .is maximal and one has n  F f    F f  g n .k 1 1 l
Ž Ž ..1In this case use  f  2n 	 1 to derive a contradiction.w Ž x . kk
Case 3. m  0 and there is a unique k such that n is maximal andj k
Ž Ž .sgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	1. Ž .m l1 .Ž . Ž1one has n  F f    F f  g n . Use  f k 1 1 l  Ž x .k
.2n .k
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Case 4. m  0 and there is a unique k such that n is maximal andj k
Ž Ž .sgnŽm j.Ž m j k 	. Ž .m l1 .Ž . Žone has n  F f    F f  g n . Use  f k 1 1 l w Ž x .k
.2n .k
These contradictions complete the proof of the Theorem.
Using again the random real model, we deduce the following result
 which was proved by different methods by Hrusak et al. HSZ .
 4COROLLARY 2.5. It is consistent that  max  ,  .
From the well-known fact that Martin’s axiom MA implies every non-
meager set of reals has size  we also infer
 COROLLARY 2.6 Z, Theorem 1.4 . MA implies   .
3. THE SPECTRUM OF CARDINALITIES OF MAXIMAL
COFINITARY GROUPS
Ž .Let Spec mcg , the spectrum of cardinalities of maximal cofinitary groups,
denote the set of cardinals  such that there is a maximal cofinitary group
Ž . Ž .of size . So  ,  Spec mcg , and Spec mcg is a subset of the interval
  ,  of cardinals. What else can be said about it? In particular, the third
 author addressed the following question Z, Question 4.3 :
Question 3.1. Is it consistent that there exists a maximal cofinitary
 group G such that   G  ?
It turns out the answer is positive. In fact, by modifying the analogous
 argument for mad families due to Blass B1, Theorem 9 , one can show
THEOREM 3.2. Let V be a model of ZFC and the generalized continuum
Ž .hypothesis GCH . In V, let C be a closed set of uncountable cardinals with
  	 Ž .  C,  C for    C , and   C for  C with cf   .1 1
Ž . Ž . ŽThen there is a ccc p.o.  forcing max C and Spec mcg  C. This
Ž . Ž .means that the statements max C and Spec mcg  C hold in the
  .-generic extension V F which is also a model of ZFC.
Proof. As mentioned already, the proof follows closely the one of B1,
Theorem 9 . However, since a maximal cofinitary group is combinatorially
more complicated than a mad family, the definition of the p.o.  is more
involved. Therefore, we provide its definition, sketch briefly its main
properties, and refer to Blass’ work for whatever can be taken over from
his proof.
( )Fix  C. For A
  , an abstract word w oer A is an expression of
the form
x n0    x nk 0 k
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 4such that   A,    , and n    0 . A subword of w is anyl l	1 l l
expression of the form
x n

l  x nl	1    x nm 1  x n

m ,   l l	1 m1 m
Ž  . Ž . Ž  . Ž .     where 0 lm k, sgn n  sgn n , sgn n  sgn n , n  n ,l l m m l l
     Ž .and n  n .  is a good function oer A if: dom  is a finite set ofm m
Ž .words over A which is closed under subwords, ran  
 , and if  is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .subword of w dom  , then     w .
Ž .The partial order  consists of all pairs p,  such that
Ž . Ž .i p is a finite partial function with dom p 
 
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii for any  dom p , p  is a finite injective partial function
from  to 
Ž . Ž .iii  is a good function over dom p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv for all w dom  and all i  w , if the computation w ip
Ž .converges, and if all intermediate values of the computation are  w ,
Ž .then w i  i.p
n0 nk Ž . Ž .Here, for w x    x , we say the computation w i conerges to j  p0 k
Ž .and write w i  j ifp
n n0 kp     p  iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 k
Ž .is defined and equals j . Otherwise we say the computation dierges and
Ž .write w i . Any number of the formp
n nl kp     p  i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l k
Ž  . Ž .     where 0 l k, sgn n  sgn n , and n  n is an intermediate alue.l l l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .The p.o. on  is given by extension; i.e., p	,  	  p,  iff dom p	 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dom p , p	   p  for all  dom p , and  	  .
Let F be a  -generic filter over V. For   , let g   , 
² : Ž . Ž Ž .Ž . .4i, j ; p,   F p  i  j .
LEMMA 3.3. Each g is a surjectie total functionand so g  ,   , 
Ž .Sym  .
Proof. Fix  . It suffices to show that for each j , the set D  , j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..4p,   ;  dom p and j dom p   ran p  is dense in
Ž . Ž . . To see this, fix p ,   . Without loss  dom p . Suppose 0 0  0
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..  Ž Ž ..p  i  j for all i dom p  . Choose i dom p  0 0 0
Ž Ž .. Ž .4 Ž . Ž . ² :4 Ž .ran p  ;  dom p and let p   p   i, j , p  0 0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .p  for  dom p   . Now choose w dom  and assume0 0 0
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Ž . Ž .w i	 , w i	  i	 for some i	. Then i and j must be intermediate valuesp p0 1
of the computation, but by its choice, i can only appear right at the
beginning or at the end. So i i	, and w x n0  x n1    x nk1  x nk with   1 k1
Ž . n0	1 n1 nk1 nk1n  0 and n  0. Hence  j  j where   x  x    x  x .k 0 p    0 1 k1
Ž . Ž .Thus some intermediate value of the computation is     w . So
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..p ,  is indeed a condition extending p ,  and j ran p  .1 0 0 0 1
Ž . Ž .Applying this argument once again, we easily extend p  to p  with1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .j dom p  so that p,   p ,  and p,  D , as required.0 1 0 0  , j
² :Put G  g ;   .  , 
LEMMA 3.4. G is a cofinitary group.
Ž .Proof. By clause iv in the definition of  , it suffices to show that for
Ž .each finite A
  and each abstract word w over A, E  p,   ;A, w 
Ž . Ž .4A
 dom p and w dom  is dense. This, however, is simple: given
Ž . Ž . Ž .p ,   such thatwithout lossA
 dom p , let dom  0 0  0
Ž .  4 Ž .dom    ;  is a subword of w and put   dom    , and0 0 0
Ž .  Ž Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ... Ž .4  max max dom p   ran p  	 1;  dom p for  0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .dom   dom  . Then p ,   E .0 0 A, w
Ž .Note that this also shows G is a free subgroup of Sym  of rank  .
Now, let  be the finite support product of the  for  C. A standard
Ž  .-system argument compare B1, Lemma 11 shows:
LEMMA 3.5.  is ccc.
 Next, let F be -generic over V. In V F , we have:
LEMMA 3.6. For each  C, G is a maximal cofinitary group.
Proof. Basically, this is like the argument for mad families B1, Lemma
12 which goes back to Hechler. However, there are some tricky points,
and we therefore provide the proof.
Fix  C. Assume we had p  and a -name g for a permutation˙0
˙ ˙² :such that p  ‘‘ g, G is cofinitary and gG .’’ Given a condition˙ ˙0  
p pŽ .p, denote by p ,   its  th coordinate. Let I
  be count-
able such that for each i  there is a maximal antichain of conditions
pŽ . Ž .p deciding g i with dom p 
 I. Fix    I. Find i and q  p˙ 0 0 0
such that
q ‘‘g i  g i for all i i .’’ Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ ˙0  ,  0
q q0 0Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Without loss dom p   ran p  
 i .0
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Next choose i  i  i and r  q such that for all words w2 1 0 0 0
q0Ž .dom  , either
 , g˙r ‘‘w  id’’ 1Ž .˙0
or
 , g  , g˙ ˙r ‘‘w i  i for all i i , w i  i ,Ž . Ž .˙ ˙0 1 1
1 , g˙and w i  i for all i i .’’ 2Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ 1 2
q  , g˙0Ž . ŽHere, for any w dom  , w is the name for an element of˙
Ž ..Sym  which is obtained by replacing each occurrence of x in w by g˙
and each occurrence of x ,   , by g . It is clear that this can be˙  , 
q0Ž .done by our assumptions, and that for each w dom  which contains
Ž .at most one occurrence of x , alternative 2 must hold. Fix any i i and 2
p1Ž . Ž . Ž .p  with dom p 
 I such that p decides g i , say p  ‘‘g i  j,’’˙ ˙1 1 1
and p is compatible with r . Now define q as follows. On coordinates1 0 1
q1Ž .outside  , q is any common extension of r and p . Next, dom p 1 0 1
q p q q p q q p0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dom p  dom p ,      , p   p   p  for
q1Ž .  4 Ž . dom p   this makes sense because q and p are compatible ,0 1
q q1 0Ž . Ž . ² :4and p   p   i, j .
We need to check that q is a condition. There is no problem on1
Ž .coordinates outside  , and the only thing we have to verify is clause iv in
p1Ž . Žcoordinate  . This clearly holds for w dom  since such words do
q0. Ž . Ž .not involve x , so assume w dom  is a counterexample to iv of
Ž . Žpminimal length. Thus w i	  i	 for some i	 with all intermediate values1p
q0Ž ..of the computation    . Clearly x occurs in w and the computa-
tion must involve i and j as intermediate values. Since p and r are1 0
Ž . Ž .compatible, and by 1 and 2 , all intermediate values, and, in particular,
i	, must be i . This means that if x occurs more than once in w, then i1 
and j occur at least twice as intermediate values, a contradiction to the
Ž .minimality of w. Hence x occurs exactly once in w. As remarked above,
 , g  , g˙ ˙Ž . Ž .this means case 2 holds for w . So r  ‘‘w i	  i	.’’ Since p and˙ ˙0 1
Ž .pr are compatible, this contradicts w i	  i	, and the argument is com-10 p
plete.
Ž . Ž .Now we clearly have q  p , so q  ‘‘g i  j g i .’’ Since q ˙ ˙1 1 1  ,  1
Ž .q , this contradicts  and concludes the proof of maximality.0
The argument that for  C, there is no maximal cofinitary group of
Ž .size  and, in fact,  , is not an OD-characteristic can be taken over
Ž  .verbatim from Blass’ work see B1, pp. 7577 , for that proof uses only
Žvery general homogeneity properties of the p.o. involved which are shared
.by our  .
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4. FURTHER REMARKS AND PROBLEMS
ŽAs promised, we include the original argument for   Theorem
.1.9 due to Spinas and Zhang.
Ž .Let G Sym  be a cofinitary group of size less than . We have to
show that G is not maximal. Choose d  strictly increasing and
Ž .dominating the members of G. Without loss, we may assume d 0  0, and
Ž .for any finite subset F of G there is k such that for all i k, ran d has
  Ž . 4  Ž .at most one value in common with j; min g i ; g F  jmax g i ; g
44 Ž . Ž . F , and d i is larger than g j for any g  F and any j0 0
 Ž . 4max g i ; g F . It is easy to see there is such a d.
We define a permutation f of  by induction as follows:
f 0  d 0 , f d2 0  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . 1Ž .In general, assume that f i as well as f i have been defined for i n.
Ž . Ž 1Ž . .Case 1. n f i for some i n so f n is already defined . Let
f n  d max f j ; j n  f1 j ; j n . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1Ž . Ž Ž . .Case 2. n f i for some i n so f n is already defined . Let
f1 n  d max f j ; j n  f1 j ; j n . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 Ž . 1Ž . 4Case 3. n f i , f i ; i n . Define
f n  d max f j ; j n  f1 j ; j n , 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
f1 n  d max f j ; j n  f1 j ; j n . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .  mŽ . 4It is easy to see that f is a permutation. Let O f , i  f i ; m 
denote the f-orbit of i. Note that every orbit of f is infinite and that there
² :are infinitely many f-orbits. Hence f has no fixed points. Let G, f be
² :the group generated by G and f. We have to show that G, f is
² :cofinitary. An arbitrary member of G, f looks like
w g  f m n 1    f m0  g , Ž .n 0
 4where g G, m    0 and g  id for 0 j n. The followingj j j
lemma on orbits is much stronger than what we need to complete the
proof of Theorem 1.9.
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Ž .MAIN LEMMA 4.1. For eery w as in  with the property that at least one
g is not id, there exists k*  such that for eery i k* we haej
Ž . Ž .w i O f , i .
We first prove several auxiliary lemmata.
Ž .SUBLEMMA 4.2. Gien g , g G there is k k g , g such that for all0 1 0 0 1
 4 mŽ .  Ž .4 mŽ .  Ž .4i k and all m   0 , if f i min i, g i then f i max i, g i0 0
Ž mŽ ..  Ž .4and g f i max i, g i .1 0
Ž  Ž .4.Proof. Let k be so large that for all i k, d min i, g i 0
 Ž .4 Ž . 1Ž .  Ž .4max i, g i as well as d i  g j for all jmax i, g i .0 1 0
mŽ . Ž .First note that by definition of f , one always has f i  d i in case
mŽ . Žf i  i. This is trivial if i is the minimum of an f-orbit. If not, there is
Ž . 1Ž . sgnŽm.Ž m 1.Ž .j i such that f j  i or f j  i. By definition of f , f i  j
mŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž . .and, again by definition of f , f i  d f j  d i .
mŽ . mŽ . Ž . mŽ .So if f i  i, f i  g i follows. Therefore assume f i  i. Put0
mŽ . m Ž . Ž . m Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..j f i . Then f j  j g i . Thus i f j  d j  d g i 0 0
Ž mŽ ..  Ž .4 mŽ .i, a contradiction. Next assume j g f i max i, g i . Then f i1 0
1 mŽ . Ž . Ž . g j  d i  f i , again a contradiction.1
 4 Ž .SUBLEMMA 4.3. Gien gG id there is k k g such that for all1
Ž .i k, i and g i belong to different f-orbits.
Ž  Ž .4.  Ž .4Proof. Let k be so large that for all i k, d min i, g i max i, g i
Ž . Ž .and at most one of the numbers i and g i belongs to ran d . To see this
Ž .works, note that then at least one of i and g i must be the minimum of
an f-orbit and that it can be mapped only to numbers larger than
1 Ž .4max i, g i by repeated application of f or f .
 4 Ž .SUBLEMMA 4.4. Gien gG id and m  there is k k g, m2
mŽ . Ž mŽ ..such that for all i k, if f i  i, then g f i is a minimal element of an
Ž mŽ ..f-orbit and g f i  i.
Ž Ž ..Proof. Let k be so large that for all i k, g d i  i and at most one
Ž . Ž .of the numbers i and g i belongs to ran d . The latter condition easily
Ž mŽ .. mŽ . Ž .gives that g f i is a minimum of an f-orbit, and since f i  d j for
mŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..some j i, we see g f i  g d j  j i.
 4 0 1SUBLEMMA 4.5. Gien g , g G id and m , m   there is k0 1
Ž 0 1.k g , g , m , m such that for all i , i  k, if i and i belong to different3 0 1 0 1 0 1
m jŽ . Ž m0Ž .. Ž m1Ž ..f-orbits and f i  i for j 0, 1, then g f i and g f i arej j 0 0 1 1
minimal elements of two distinct f-orbits.
Proof. Let k be so large that for all i k, at most one of the numbers
Ž . Ž . 1Ž Ž .. Ž .i, g i , g i , and g g i belongs to ran d .0 1 0 1
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m0Ž . m1Ž .Since i and i belong to different f-orbits, so do f i and f i . As0 1 0 1
m jŽ . m jŽ . Ž . Ž m0Ž ..f i  i , f i  ran d for j 0, 1. Thus neither g f i norj j j 0 0
Ž m1Ž .. Ž .g f i belong to ran d . So they must be minimal elements of f-orbits.1 1
m1Ž . Ž . Ž m0Ž .. Ž m1Ž ..Because f i  ran d , we also see g f i  g f i so that1 0 0 1 1
they belong to different f-orbits.
Proof of Main Lemma 4.1. Since application of a power of f does not
change the f-orbit, we may assume, without loss, that none of g , g is the0 n
identity. For 0 j n let
  f m j1  g    f m0  gj j1 0
and
w  g    g  f m j1    f m0  g .j j j j 0
So   id and w  w. Choose first0 n
e e e e e e 0 10 1 0 1kmax k g , g , k g , k g , m , k g , g , m , m ;Ž . Ž .Ž .½ Ž .0 j j 1 j 2 j 3 j j0 1 0 1
   0   1    4j, j , j  n , e, e , e  1,1 , m , m , m max m ; j n 4 50 1 0 1 j
Ž . Ž .and then let k* be so large that w i ,  i  k for all j n and allj j
i k*.
Ž . Ž .Fix i k*. Let j* be such that either  i or w i is minimal amongj* j*
 Ž . Ž . 4the values  i , w i ; 0 j n . We first note that by Sublemma 4.2 andj j
Ž . 1 Ž Ž ..the choice of k*, we must then have that  i  g w i ,j*1 j*1 j*1
Ž . m j* 1Ž Ž .. Ž . m j*Ž Ž .. Ž .w i  f  i ,  i  f w i , and w i j* 1 j* j*	 1 j* j*	 1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .g  i are all larger than both  i and w i . Furthermore, byj*	1 j*	1 j* j*
Ž . Ž .Sublemma 4.3 and the choice of k*,  i and w i must belong toj* j*
different f-orbits.
nˆ 4Put jmin j*, n j* . Let j n 2 j. Assume without loss j* 2
ˆŽ .the other case being analogous . So j j* and n j*	 j	 j. By the
choice of k*, we can apply Sublemma 4.4 repeatedly and see that the pairs
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . i and w i ,  i and w i , . . . ,  i and w i belong toˆj* j*	1 j* j*	2 j* j*	j
different f-orbits.
Finally, by the choice of k* and by applying Sublemma 4.5 repeatedly,
Ž . Ž . Ž .we get that the pairs  i and w i ,  i andˆj* 1 j*	 j	 1 j* 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w i , . . . ,  i  i and w i  w i belong to differentˆ ˆj*	j	2 j*j j*	j	j
f-orbits. So we are done.
We conclude our considerations with some open problems. Let  be
the least  such that there exists a maximal family F of size  of almost
disjoint subsets of  , each of which is the graph of a partial function
Ž  .from  to . Following A. Miller and E. van Douwen see, e.g., M , we
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  say that two functions f , g  are eentually different iff f g  .
We define  as the least  such that there exists a maximal eventually
 Ž .different family on  of cardinality . It is well known and easy to see
that
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.6. non M   ,  . 
We now have four cardinals with a very similar definition which sit
Ž .above non M , namely  ,  ,  , and  . No relationship among them is   
known so far. Can we prove any ZFC-inequality between some of these
cardinals? Theorem 2.2 makes    plausible, but it does not follow 
from the proof because f needs to be injective for the construction. The
only result known additionally is the trivial   .
On the other hand, in all known models of ZFC, one seems to have
Ž .non M         . Can one prove any consistency result   
showing that some of these cardinals may not be equal?
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